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Chapter

Introduction

With justifiable reason blindne

the most severe and most traumatic

es has long been regarded as one of

of the physical handicaps that befall

individuals. This handicap deprives a person of one of the most important

senses for binctioning within our society. Therefore, we have a long

history of care and treatment

Many definitions of b

pointed out, "Any definiti

which it is made. Thus,

programs for the blind.

dness are in existence. As Kirk (1962) has

on, of necessity, depends upon the purpose for

today, there is 'medical blindness,' 'legal blind-

ness,"occupational blindness,' 'educational blindness,' and so forth."

Two characterist

and states in def

These characterist

a person would b

ics of vision are frequently employed by agencies

blindness for eligibility for services for the blind.

ice are visual acuity and field of vision. Therefore,

e defined as being blind if he meets one of the two follow-

ing criteria: 1) His corrected vision in the better eye is 20/200 or less

or 2) the widest diameter of his visual field subtends an angle no greater

than 20 degr

than 20/

five cat

1.

ees, even though his visual acuity in the field maybe better

(tunnel vision or pinpoint vision). Abel (1958) has described

egories or degrees of vision acuity in laymen's terms

Total blindness, or light perception, or visual acuity up to but
not inamding 2/200: would be unable to see motion or hand move-
ments at a distance of three feet;

2. Motion, or form perception, or visual acuity up to 5/200: would
be unable to count fingers at a distance of three feet;

3, Visual acuity up to 10/200: would be unable to read larger head-
lines of a newspaper, but would be expected to have some travel
vision;

4 Visual acuity up to 20/200: would be unable to read 14 point or



smaller type, but would be expected to read large headlines

of a newspaper;

5. Visual acuity of 20/200: would be able to read 10 point type,

insufficient vision for those daily activities for which

vision is essential.

Any child who falls into one of the above categories is deprived

of a major source of sensory input. Therefore, the blind child's

perception of his environment must be based on what he perceives and

learns through his remaining senses. It should be recognized that these

cannot adequately make up for all that is perceived by the normally

sighted child.

One of the most severely affected developmental areas in the blind

individual is his locomotion or his ability to move about freely in

space. Remediation of this deficit was not substantially investigated

or developed until after World War II. Even at this time programs in

mobility and orientation were being developed only for adults (who had

been traumatically blinded). Only within the past ten years has inter-

est been shown in providing orientation and mobility programs for young

children. Research in this area is minimal; however, what does exist

indicates that it is not only feasible but essential. Schol (1958)

indicates that

the terms orientation, and mobility are assuming a particular mean-

ing in the education of the visually handicapped. Mobility refers

to the capacity for being moved with relative ease. For the human

being this implies interaction with his surroundings, to influence

as well as to be influenced by his environment. Orientation refers

to the awareness an individual has about his environment and his

position in his surroundings. Thus, mobility refers to a person's

innate capacity or state and implies there must be motivation in

order to utilize the capacity, whereas orientation is a learned

familiarity with regard to relating to the environment through

auditory and tactual media, rather than visual. Mobility for the

blind may be increased by the use of devises or techniques which
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enable a visually handicapped person to travel from one point in

space to another.

In less forMal terms, the blind person is obliged to use a variety

of cues and to develop patterns of behavior which compensate for his

loss of vision. The use of such cues and the employment of related

skills has come to be referred to as "orientation and mobility." The

term will also refer to the adjustments and skills necessary for effeo-

tive interaction of the blind person with his total environment, e.g.,

sensora- perception, mental orientation or cognitive mapping, and locomo-

tion.

If orientation and mobility is viewed an the individual's knouledge

of his environment or his present surroundings, his relationship to it,

and his ability to move around within these surroundings, it should be

clear that this type of training must start early in the child's life and

continue throughout his life time. Responsibility for this training lies

with the parents and with all those concerned.

The following report is the result of a planning project conducted

by those in Oregon who are concerned with orientation and mobility train-

ing for blind children. The project was made possible through a Planning

Grant under P. L. 89-10, Title III (Appendix I) which was submitted by

School District No. 1, Multnomah County, Oregon.

The Oregon agencies which participated in the planning project in-

clude: School District No. 1, Multnomah County

(Portland Public Schools)

State Department of Education

State School for the Blind

Oregon Commission for the Blind

Administraiors from local districts enrolling blind

children (Salem, Klamath Falls, and DufUr)
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Summ of Initial Plannin Grant Pro al

In November 1966,a planning grant proposal was submitted under

Public Law 89-10, Title III by School District #1, Multnomah County,

Oregon. Title of the project was awing Grant fmsosixerst

wide Orientation and Moblity ProRram for Blind_Children. Purpose of the

proposal was to develop a cooperativestate-wide plan of orientation and

mobility training which would incorporate cooperative efforts of all

state and local agencies responsible for the educational and vocational

programs for blind children and youth. The intent was to develop a

written plan which would outline the role of each cooperating agency and

include a time table for implementing the various levels of orientation

and mobility training.

Specific objectives which were outlined included:

1. To develop a state-wide orientation and mobility training
program.

2. To provide an opportunity for cooperation with all agencies
serving blind children and youth participating.

3. To devise a method that would make such services available to
blind children and youth residing in rural and/or isolated areas
of the state, as well as in the urban areas.

4. To write a plan for a state-wide program which would insure
efficient and economic use of state and federal funds.

5. To help prevent duplication of effort and to identify the role
and responsibility of each cooperating agency.

The actual planning activities which were proposed were:

1. Survey of current literature.

2. Out-of-state consultants would be invited to review the problem
and make recommendations.

3. Representativas of cooperative agencies would meet with the
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consultants to discuss specific roles and contributions in terms

of staff and funds to an over-all state-Ade program.

4. A final meeting of representatives from cooperating agencies

would formalize a general written agreement for the implementa-

tion of a state-wide orientation and mobility program.

Those persons who were designated to carry out the planning for the

proposed cooperative efforts of state and local agencies in providing

orientation and mobility training for blind children in the state of

Oregon were:

Mr. Edgar A. Taylor, Jr.
Director of Special Education
Portland Public Schools

Miss Helen Stricklin
Supervisor of Visually Handicapped Program
Portland Public Schools

Mi. Ray Myers
Consultant-Visually Handicapped
State Department of Education
Salem, Oregon

Mr. Charles Woodcock
Superintendent
Oregon State School for the Blind
Salem, Oregon

Mi. Clifford Stocker
Administrator
Oregon Commission for the Blind
Portland, Oregon

In addition, administrators from other local school districts enrolling

blind children in the state of Oregon would participate in the planning

project.

All activities proposed in the initial planning grant were conducted.

This document is a final report of these activities, as well as a pre-

sentation of recommendations for implementing a state-wide program in

orientation and mobility training.

'-
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Backgrouna. D9velotimont amd Utilizatign

of Mobilits-Orlentation Training

The following information is provided as a summary of the present

state of knowledge in the area of mobilitr.orientation training.

Educatipnal Prcitrams for the Visually Handicappe4

Educational programs for children with visual handicaps have changed,

markedly since the turn of the century. Up to that time, the great

majority of visually handicapped children were trained and educated in

residential schools (Kirk, 1962). But since 1900, and especially since

1922, a variety of changes in educational programs have been implemented

for the visually handicapped. Abel (1958) feels that some of the impetus

for the changes was provided by the parents of these children, parents

whose activities were organized and communciated in a way that never had

been observed previously. This increased enthusiasm of many parents

motivated many service agencies (state department of education, health,

and welfare personnel, etc.) to be of help in this area.

The individual programs that have evolved from the expanded interest

in the visually handicapped vary somewhat from each other, but three

broad programs emerge from the differing characteristics of each indi-

vidual program.

The first of these programs is the residential school, the oldest

type of educational program for the visually handicapped and the one

which historically has been responsible for serving the largest number of'

visually handicapped children (Kirk, 1962). However, in more recent
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years the largest percentage of the visually handicapped are being

educated in the public schools.

lTelnleagga_lasommatuaLjammla place the visually handi-

capped child in the public school, either in a special room for the

entire school day, or in a resource room plan where the child spends a

portion of the school day.

The third type of educational program for children with visual

handicaps is the it erant teacher maul. In this plan the child

attends regular school all day with sighted children. The itinerant

teacher's services are offered to the child and the classroom teacher on

a regular basis.

The placement of a visually handicapped child into one of these

programs will depend upon a number of factors. Evaluations for educar.

tional placement often include mental ability, educational achievement,

social maturity, amount of near vision, and health status. An additional

factor that is often evaluated for educational placement is mobility.

Mobility Training

Mobility instruction for the visually handicapped is an area that

has gained prominence during the last two decades. However, it has only

been in the last five years that systematic research has been conducted

in this area.

Basically, mobility instruction refers to the art and science of

training the remaining senses of a blind person, to enable him to move

from place to place easily, gracefully, and safely, with a maximum aware-;

nese of himself and his environment (Keating, 1965). Recently this

instruction has come to be known as the science of peripatology (from the.

-



Greek language, ma all about, around; !Dativeto walk). Mobility

instructors are often called peripatologists.

There are four basic methods of travel that are employed by blind

people. The first is travel without any aid whatsoever, which limits the

individual's mobility, safety, and grace. The second method of travel is

with the aid of a sighted human guide. This method has its appropriate

place for all travelers, but When used exclusively the individual runs

the risk of becoming dependent and eventually losing the use of his

remaining senses as aids to mobility. The third method of travel is with

the cane and applied techniques. The fourth method is with the use of a

dog guide (Keating, 1965).

Mobility and the cane

It is claimed (Irwin, 1955) that the white cane movement originated

in France and soon found its way across the channel to England. In the

United States, action was first taken in Peoria, Illinois where the first

city ordinance requiring regulation of the use of the white cane was

passed in 1930. In quick succession other city ordinances were passed

and soon laws were enacted in a majority of the states requiring auto-

mobile drivers to give the right-of-way to a visually handicapped person

carrying a white cane.

However, it was not until World War II that the first standardized

system of travel with the cane was introduced. It was at this tiMe that

Dr. Richard Hoover devised a new cane and a technique for using it. The

main disadvantages of canes previous to this time were "its short length,

its heaviness, its cumbersomeness, and its poor conducting quality"

(Hoover, 1950, p. 356).
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Hoover and his associates designed a longer, lighter, and more

durable metal cane. This same cane, with some slight modifications, is

the cane that is used today by many visually handicapped persons. Adap

tations of the Hoover cane such as folding canes, telescopic canes, and

canes made of steel, aluminum, alloys, plastics, glass, bone, ivory, and

all kinds of wood (Hoover, 1950) have been made, but the Hoover cane

remains the most widely used among persons with visual handicaps

(Luzenne, 1965).

The cane has been considered by Hoover (1950) and others as nothing

more than an extension of some of the special senses. Its primary use is

as a bumper, with a secondary function as a probe. In addition to the

many and exact steps that are necessary in developing the correct usage

of the cane, it is important not to overlook other fundamentals such as

sound, smell, posture, and touch as used in determining terrain under

foot.

Many visually handicapped people have objected to carrying the white

cane as they feel that it makes their visual handicap too conspicuous in

ordinary social intercourse (Irwin, 1955). However, Keating (1965)

points out that skillful and gracefUl negotiation of travel situations

with this device will lend an air of dignity and competence to a blind

person, changing the emphasis of the cane from identification to indepen-

dence.

Mobility qq4 the doe Luide

The cane is not the only tool whose use has been great4 developed

during the Twentieth Century. During the First World War, a problem was
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created when the thousands of soldiers lost their sight in the German

army. The German Government met this problem by developing a system of

training dog guides for its blinded veterans (Irwin, 1955). The method

worked so well that it soon spread to other countries.

The first training school for "seeing-eye" dogs in the United States

was opened in 1927 in New Jersey (Ebeling, 1950). Additional training

schools in various parts of the nation were opened in later years, and it

is approximated (Irwin, 1955) that over 3,000 visually handicapped people

have been provided with "seeingi-eye" dogs.

Various authors (Manzel, 1964; Ebeling, 1950; Irwin, 1955) have

pointed out that careful study is exercised in the selection of recip-

ients for "seeing-eye" dogs, as not every blind person can use a dog

guide. Some of the limiting factors (Ebeling, 1950) to be considered are

health, age, mental alertness, home environment, and fondness for doge.

Youngsters under seventeen years of age are generally not mature enough

to handle a dog successfully; mature persons, fifty to fifty-five, often

find it too difficult physically. Because of some of these limiting

factors, it is estimated (Ashcroft, 1963) that the use of doit _guides is

practical for only about 9% of the visually handicapped,.

The main difference between mobility with the help of a cane is that

a dog guide can assume the technical activity of walking; avoiding

obstacles, finding the entrances and exits of houses, yards, and shops;

and locating streets and street crossings. This allows the handicapped

person to concentrate on the intellectual action of reaching a certain

destination. Some writers (Telford & Sawrey, 1967) emphasize the point

that the person must know his destination and how to get there. His is
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still the task of orientation. The dog, like the cane, only indicates

the spaces into which the handicapped person can safely move.

The objective and subjective factors mentioned earlier, as well as

the client's own choice, are all taken'into account when advising a

visually handicapped individual on whether a dog guide or a cane is pre

erable in a particular case.- In general, most writers (Menzel, 1964)

suggest to the greater nudber of clients that a cane will be adequate

help for them, unless specific facts of his case prove that a dog guide

will be more helpful.

Readiness for mobility

The increased emphasis in the last few years on the importance of

mobility instruction for the visually handicapped has caused a number of

corresponding problems. One of the major problems has involved the

evaluative aspects of readiness for moblity. Although a number of infor-

mal measures ure being used to evaluate readiness, there is still no

commonly accepted readiness test (Graham, 1965) that will predict within

reasonable limits the possibae success of a person who begins mobility

training.

Graham(1965) writes that some intake procedUres do exist tor select-

ing the type of mobility training each individual would receive, and in a

few cases to some degree of sophistication. One center requires a gen-

eral physical examination, an opthalmological examination, and a social

work service report. Too often the basis of selection is not this

thorough, and the person is pre-judged to be potentially successfUl in

mobility training because he wants to be, or because he seems to be

healthy.
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One writer (Murphy, 1966) feels that the visually handicapped

person's ability to conceptualize is an important part of any readiness

for mobility training. Murphy has devised a series of interviews that

are designed to reveal the reality level of a client's ability to concep-

tualize.

Sample questions directed to the congenitally blind would be:

1. Can you describe and explain how traffic moves in an

intersection?

2. Do streets normally have sidewalks on both sides?

3. Can you make a 90-degree or right angle turn?

4. Can you describe a STOP sign? How do STOP lights function?

5. How does a bus differ from an automobile?

The adventitiously blinded, however, might be tested on the accuracy

of their recall and how their concepts of things such as styles in

clothing, cars, and building construction compare with present trends.

Some writers (Menzel, 1967; MurphYv 1965) feel that the best proof

of readiness for mobility is evidenced by active desire. Why the client

is really taking the instruction will partly determine hie readiness to

take what he learns and make it another aspect of his independence. In

the end, this may very well be the most important factor for considera-

tion. The visually handicapped person mey seem ready in all ways for

mobility instruction, but the training will probably fail unless the

client experiences within himself a genuine desire to participate in the

training.

Another test for mobility training readiness is the one proposed

through the auspices of the Israel Institute for Orientation and. Mobility
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of the Blind. This extensive test (Menzel, Shapira, & Dreifuss, 1967)

includes eight major categories for evaluation. They include: 1) per-

sonal data; 2) medical data; 3) remaining senses; 4) outdoor mobility

data; 5) educational, occupational, and employment data; 6) temperament,

emotional balance, and physical type; 7) attitudes and adoption of the

candidate to his handicap; and 8) motivation.

This test is presently being investigated and considered by several

mobility centers. Evaluations of the effectiveness of this test are

forthcoming.

Mobility Instruction for the Partially Seeing

The problems that are confronted by the partially sighted individual

in mobility training are somewhat different from those confronted by the

blind.

The major difference between those labeled partially sighted and

those individuals who are blind is the fact that the partially sighted

have some residual vision which can be used in their mobility. Even

within the partially sighted group there is a wide variance of visual

loss among individuals thus labeled.

Part of the partially sighted individual's preparation for mobility

training should include complete optimum restoration of his remaining

vision. (MiDonald, 1966; Richterman, 1966).

An important consideration, and one that has caused.a good deal of

controversy in the field, is the use of occluders in the mobility trains

ing of partially sighted individuals. The greatest nuMber of writers

(Stone', 1965; McDonald, 1966; and others) feel that it is psychologically

wrong to use occluders with the partially sighted and Allow them to
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experience being totally blind, when often their greatest fear is total

blindness. There seems to be consensus among the writers in this area

that the client with residual vision should be making the greatest

possible use of the remaining vision. Furthermore, Richterman (1966)

feels that effective utilization of remaining useable vision in travel

will help insure safe, effective travel to a much greater degree than

occluding such nsable vision.

The majority of individuals with residual vision usually have color

and contrast available to them. Therefore, instruction in the use of

color shadings is often valuable in helping the person to draw

significant information much more quickly than through the use of other

senses. Additional instruction in supplementing the visual cues with the

sense of hearing and touch are also a necessary and important part of

mobility training for the partially sighted.

Instruction in mobility for the individual with partial sight is -.

more an individualized program than the training for the blind. Stone

(1965) feels that instruction for the partially sighted is more diffi-

cult because of the specific unique characteristics of different cases.

In programs for the partially sighted, it is standard procedure to make

modifications and changes in mobility instruction.

Malik Instruction G4delinek

The key point to be considered in mobility instruction is quality.

Murphy (1966) points out that if instruction is inferior, the readiness

for mobility which a client possesses could well degenerate before the

instructional period is over. The continual need for quality instruction

was one reason why the Federal Government involved itself in the
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professional training of mobility instructors. The idea grew out of the

Government's work with blinded veterans after Wbrld War II (Auzenne,

1965). The final result of this work was the establishment of two

centers for the professional training of mobility instructors. These

centers are at Boston College and Western Michigan University. The

programs at both schools are at the graduate level. More recently

centers have been established at San Francisco State College and

Los Angeles State College.

Basically, the majority of mobility training programs begin with the

instruction in the correct use of a human guide, and with preliminary

sensory training. This is usually followed by a series of indoor tech

niques designed to give the visually handicapped individual the maximum

amount of protection in familiar surroundings without a cane. The cane

is usually introduced next, and the technique for using it in an outdbor

situation is explained. The "field" experience usually begins with

simple travel on a straight sidewalk, progressing to a more complex

travel pattern involving street crossings with and without lights.

Throughout the program the travel aituations become progressively

more difficult--difficulty being measured in terms of the amount of

traffic, nuMber of persons on the street, difficulty of terrain, etc.

The program ends in the downtown area, using elevators, escalators,

revolving doors, etc., and with instruction in the correct use of public

transportation. Throughout the training program, a well organized system'

of sensory training is taking place. The major sense employed by the

blind person in indepedent travel is hearing, and as he becomes involved

with the program emphasis is placed upon the proper use of this sense.
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Sense of touch is also employed to some extent, because it is

through this sense that a blind.person is able to determine various types

of terrain. He also learns how he can use hot and cold skin sensations

resulting from the wind and the sun to help him in his orientation

(Goodman, 1964; Keating, 1965).

Some of the more important techniques that the mobility instructor

will have taught the visually handicapped individual at the completion of

the training are listed by Silver (1965).

1. How to walk through a doorway.

2. How to stoop to retrieve a dropped object.

3. How to recognize a turn on a sidewalk.

4. How to stay on a sidewalk.

5. How to cross streets.

6. How to distinguish an alley from a street.

7. How to find himself when he is lost.

8. What a landmark is.

9. What ground slopes, changes in temperature, or texture changes
can mean.

10. How to use the cane for navigation in faiiliar and unfamiliar
areas.

11. How to handle himself on crowded sidewalks.

The important point in this discussion is not that the cane (or dog

guide) is a valuable aid to mobility (Which it is) but that it requires

extensive training. This instruction is all the more effective if the

mobility instructor is well trained and versed in the exacting techniques

of mobility teaching.
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Recent Research in Mpbilktx Aids

Dupress (1967) points out that research on mobility aids to be used

as a supplement to the cane or the dog guide began during Worldlier II.

Since that time, a wide variety of ultrasonic, sonic, aMbient light,

infra-red light, and, more recently, laser or laser-like devices have

been constructed.

One potentially useful device is the narrow beam ultrasonic mobility

aid developed by Dr. Leslie Kay of England. The Kay device operates with

frequency modulated ultrasonic energy similar to the function of the

bat's sonar (Dupress, 1967). It is hand-held and is capable of detecting

small objects at distances up to twenty feet, while at the same time

providing some additional data concerning the surfaces and geometry of an

object.

A second device of potential usefulness is a long cane fitted with

three laser-like sensors. One sensor provides early warning of terrain

changes, the second detects objects up to twenty feet away, and the third

alerts the user.to obstacles in the area of the head and shoulders (not

explored by the cane) (Dupress, 1967).

These mobility devices, and others like them need to be usel more

extensively by the visually handicapped before complete evaluations on

their effectiveness will be known. Drpress (1967) feels that the role of

mobility devices will become more important as the trend towards more

travel at all age levels continues to Increase.

Su_m=

The mobility training program evolved as a result of a need on the

part of the visua14 handicapped to regain their freedom of travel.
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Great strides have been made in the past two decades, and additional

progress is evidenced in the continuing research and experimentation with

mobility aids.

Mobility instruction has been valuable in helping visually handi-

capped individuals in overcoming emotional, interpersonal, and social

problems partially caused by immobility. Obviously, mobility should not

be looked upon as a panacea; however, it is a means to a more productive

life for visual4 handicapped individuals.
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Chapter II

Present Status at Oregon Progrlm

A. Organizations

Four organizations in the state of Oregon have been actively

involved in providing services for the blind and partially sighted. The

following is a brief description of the services provided by each of

these agencies.

1. Department of Education. Special Services Sectio4

The Special Services Section of the Oregon State Department of

Education provides extensive services for all handicapped children in the

state. Included in their program is the area of blind and visually

handicapped. Mr. Ray Myers presently serves in the capacity of State

Consultant in the Special Services Section. It is his responsibility to

implement the services by the State Department to school districts

serving visually handicapped children. These services include:

a. Consultant services (available to all districts on request)

1. Interpret the educational limitations of a child's

visual disability.

2. Prescribe appropriate educational assistance to

visually handicapped children.

3. Discuss specific classroom prodedures with teachers.

4, Refer child to other agencies.

5. Assist districts in completing reimbursement and

certification forms.

b. Materials (Certified children onXy)

1. Braille, large print, and recorded (on either tapes Or

discs) textbooks

2. Braille and wide-lined paper
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3. Map outlines

4. Reference materials such as encyclopedias and

dictionaries

c. Equipment (Certified children only)

1. Braille writers

2. Typewriters

3. Record players

4. Tape recorders

5. Magnifiers

6. Tilttop desk easels

7. Typing copy holders

d. Reader Service (Certified children only)

This program is to assist certified visually handicapped

children in reading materials that have not been especially

prepared in large type or braille. The reader may be

allyone who has a good reading voice and who is efficient in

the oral reading skill. The school district pays the

reader and files claim with the Department of Educaiion for

reiMbursement as an excess cost.

e. Teacher Training

The Department has some funds to reimburse teachers for the

cost of. obtaining Special Education training and teaching

yisually handicapped children.

Only children who are certified according to chapter 100, section

398, Oregon Law 1965 (House Bill 1020), or who attended the Oregon State

School for the Blind are eligible for Special Educations services
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provided by the Department of Education. Visual1y handicapped children

would be considered certifiable if it is believed that their vision

problem is interfering with school achievement, and they have 1) visual

acuity after refraction and treatment of 20/70 or less in the better eye,

and 2) any special condition which in the judgment of an eye specialist

makes it necessary for the child to be provided with Special Education

services not required by the normal child. The school must provide

evidence that the visuallly handicapped child for whom certification is

requested has sufficient ability to profit from instruction. This

evidence may be in the form of individual or group intelligence test

scores. These tests must have been administered within one year of the

date of application. The Department reserves the right to require an

additional test administered by a qualified examiner. In situations

where the validity of the results of an individual or group test may be

questioned because of the severe loss of vision, the child's teacher is

requested to indicate whether in her professional judgment the ohild's

general performance is indicative of an ability to profit from instruc-

tion. This information is recorded in section one, page two, of the

application for certification, form HCI. The eye examination required

for certification of visually handicapped children may be completed by

either a medical eye specialist (ophthalmologist or optometrist licenced

to practice in Oregon). The eye examination must have been within one

year from date of application. All applications for certification forma

must be approved by the State Department of Education and the State Hoard

of Health. k "notice of certification of handioapped child" is sent to

the school district when the application has been approved by both
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agencies and certification is completed.

Approximately one hundred and seventy blind children are presently

being served by the Special Services Section of the Oregon Department of

Education.

2. Portland Reeional FacilitY for the Blind

The Portland Regional Facility for the Blind is operated by the

largest school system in the State and is located in the largest popula.

tion center of the State. Because of the population concentration and

the leadership in its school system, the Portland School District has

assumed as one of its functions a highly developed program for the

visually impaired child. Services of the Regional Facility transcend the

usual boundary lines of the Portland School District to include

surrounding districts within a radius of approximately fifteen miles. It

is a State operation delegated to the Portland District for administram

tive purposes; but it is a shared operation, also, for each district

provides the cost of a normal education for each child. Excess costs are

met by the State.

Approximately 73 children whose visual impairment is within the

legal definition of blindness are currently served by members of the

staff of the Portland Regional Facility. Teachers working on an itin-

erant basis serve this group of students and provide resources and

consultations for the regular classroom teacher who has a visually

impaired student in his classroom. Counseling service is available to

parents of young.blind children. The counselor also provides develop.

mental guidance for preschool blind youngsters and plans a nursery school

experience for each child. Tuition and transportation costs for nursery
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school are not provided for by public funds.

Additionally, the Portland Regional Facility has a comprehensive

library of braille books and other aidslor the education of the visually

impaired. The regional facility library is essentially a resource for

all visually impaired children attending any local school in the State of

Oregon.

Imaginative summer programs have been conducted through the Portland

Regional Facility. These have included concentrations on preschool,

physical education, orientatkon and mobility, and work experience for

visually impaired children and adolescents.

3. Oregon Commission for the Blind

The Commission for the Blind is authorized by law to provide

services to any blind person of any age in the State of Oregon and it is

specifically authorized to provide services in way of adjustment to

blindness. However, the Commission has primarily confined itself to

providing service to the adult population, (those who have completed

their formal elementary and/or secondary school training.)

It is the commission's view that they continue to serve as a

supplementary resource in a statesiwide program of Orientation4lobility

Training. As a resource they could be counted on to fill the gape in

orientation and mobility training that could not be bridged by the formal

authority and services of the public schools and the State School for the

Blind.

The types of services that the Blind Commission would be willing to

provide, upon invitation and request from the School for the Blind,

public school, or other authorities:
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1. Informational services for parents, close relatives,

guardians, or other sighted people living with the blind.

2. Services for blind children living in sparsely populated

areas where there is not a sufficient number of blind

students to warrant the public schools having an orientao

tion-mobility training service.

3. The Commission's orientation-mobility training service

would be made available to blind students living in any

part of the state; however, in areas such as Portland where

the school system has an orientor-mobility trainer on its

staff, the Commission would not duplicate services being

provided by the public schools.

4. The Commission would serve the adult blind and the blind

child who has completed his formal education but needs some

orientation mobility training in order to better equip him

for his vocational pursuits.

In summary, the Commission will be an active, participating member

of the team to assure orientation-mobility training for all blind

children and will assist in dissemination of public information regarding

blind persons and their needs for orientation and mobility training.

However, careful attention will be given to prevent overlap of services

currently being provided by the Oregon State School for the Blind and the

public school systems.

4. The Oregon State School for the Blind

The Oregon State School for the Blind, located at 700 Church Street

S. E., Salem, Oregon, was established in 1873. At the present time the

campuT consists of seven modern buildings, a boiler plant, and mainten-

ance repair shop, including a series of store rooms and garages. The

campus is built on seven and one-half acres which is located just six

blocks south of the State Capitol and is designed to enroll approximately

one hundred students.
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The following are the stated goals for the Oregon State School for

the Blind:

1. Education: to assist blind and visually impaired children

to attain a level of individual mastery of their physical,

social, emotional, academie, and spiritual world.

Interpretation: to assist the public in becoming better

informed about the many visual deficit conditions and the

implications of these conditions for personal adjustment

and individual competence within the context of community

living.

3. Leadership: to assist the staff to develop further their

capacities, attitudes, and level of self-action so as to

promote the effectiveness of their performance in their

many roles in school.

4. Research: to provide a setting for the continual explorap-

tion of problems associated with visual impairment, such

setting to be used by school staff and qualified investi-

gators, Intent of sUch exploration would be discovering

new knowledge, new approaches, new materials, and

perfecting existing methods and materials to enhance the

community effort in behalf of blind and visually impaired

children.

5. Participation: to contribute as integral member agency to

the community welfare.

The population served by the Oregon State School for the Blind

presently consists of approximately one hundred blind and severely

visualXy impaired children. Most of these children are residents of

Oregon. A few are enrolled by tuition agreement with other governmental

jurisdications, particula4y Alaska. The majority of the students are

from counties located west of the Cascades. County health units and

medical eye specialists throughout Oregon refer students to the school.

Additional referrals come from the University of Oregon Medical School,

Department of Ophthalmology, Public Schools, parents of blind children,

Oregon State Department of Education, and other interested individuals.
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Application for admission to the school is made in writing to the

superintendent. Upon acceptance for admission, extensive review and

evaluations are made on the case to ascertain the initial placement of

the child in the proper curriculum. This evaluation is accomplished by a

placement team consisting of the supervising teacher, director of health

services, one or more teacher-therapist, one or more counselor-therapist,

a psychologist, a parent counselor, and the director of dormitories.

Programs of the school provide services for children from preschool

age through age 18. The academic program for the school extends from

kindergarten through the ninth grade. Three general curriculums have

been established. The primary objective of Curriculum I is to help each

child learn to manage himself in terms of meeting the demands of daily

living. Curriculum II contains the content of Curriculum I as well as

guides the child in his development of communication and socialization so

that he may interact with others in a friendly and secure manner.

Curriculum III mostly conforms to the Oregon State Department of Educa-

tion Curriculum Guides for elementary and junior high schools of the

state, with appropriate adaptations in time and equipment to meet the

learning needs of blind and very visually impaired children. If at any

time it is decided that a child would more appropriately benefit from the

services of another school or agency, procedures are instituted for an

orderly transfer. If students in consultation with parents choose to

continue their education beyond the ninth grade, they are referred to tha

Division of Special Education of the Oregon State Department of Education.

This agency !oould make arrangements for their enrollment in public or

private schools. If students choose to work after the ninth grade or age
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18, they are referred (again in consultation with their parents) to

appropriate agencies for vocational training in placement or for care.

At present, the Oregon State School for the Blind maintains the only

trained mobility-orientation
instructor in the State. This instructor

has established and conducts a training program for a limited number of

children at the school. Also, the School for the Blind conducts a four.-

week summer program of orientation and mobility for approximately 38

children.

B. Incidence and Prevalence

The estimates of the visually handicapped population in the United

Siates vary according to different sources. The problem of accurate

estimates relates to the differences in opinion concerning the definition

of blindness and partially seeing, and others arise because of different

frames of statistical references (Abel, 1958).

These problems have caused Hurlin (1962) to point out that there are

no dependable statistics in the United States on the prevalence of

blindness and partially sighted. However, various writers (Lowenfeld,

1963; Ferree, 1967; Telford & Sawrey, 1967) have provided an estimate of

this population.

The consensus that is generally accepted considers .03% of the

school age children as blind, and .2% of the school age population as

partially sighted. These figures are most often based upon the

definitions of 20/200 or less for the blind, and 20/70 or less for the

partially sighted. In actual numbers, this amounts to approximately

15,000 school-age blind, and 80,000 rchool-age partially sighted. These

numbers are considerably increased when the total population of the
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United States is used as the denominator, for it is estimated (Lowenfeld,

1963) that 65% of the visually handicapped in the United States are over

55 years of age.

Since 1952, the incidence of visual handicaps in the U. S. has

stablized around the same number. The year 1952 marked the discovery of

the cause of retrolental fibroplasia, a condition which was estimated

(Kirk, 1962) to cause one-half of the Visual handicaps in pre-school

children in the early 1950's. The incidence of visual handicaps has

leveled off to such a steady number, that Ferree (1967) predicts "the

best assumption we can make for 1977 is that there will be .no appreciable

change in prevalence and new case rates; they will be the same as at

present" (p. 291).

Oregon Population Description

The Oregon population description is based on information from three

major sources: 1) University of Oregon Survey: Service Needs of the

Blind in Oregon (Feb. 1968);.2) 1967 Certificate of School Attendance and

Registration of Blind PUpils, Oregon State School for the Blind; 3) 1967.

Certificate of School Attendance and Registration of Blind PUpils, Oregon'

State Department of Education.

Adult Blin4

In February 1968, the registered blind adult population in Oregon

nuMbered 2,455. (Adult blind were defined as all registered blind

persons 14 years of age or older.)
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School Age Blind

The number of.school. age blind children reported in 1967 was 268.

Of this numbs; 97 were enrolled at the Oregon State School for the Blind

and 171 were enrolled in public school classes.

Other

The reported number of blind patients,at Fairview State Hospital and

Training Center is 52.

Blind

The number of.school. age blind children reported in 1967 was 268.

Of this numbs; 97 were enrolled at the Oregon State School for the Blind

and 171 were enrolled in public school classes.

Other

The reported number of blind patients,at Fairview State Hospital and

Training Center is 52.

.611 .1.1.4A.e.thlat.611 .1.1.4A.e.thlat
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Total Number of Reported,

R-1.10.1-S-aatLAB-a2S2.11-10-21....6

School Age Blind Children 268

* Adult Blind (over age 14) 2,329

Fairview State Hospital
& Training Center

2,651

Geographical Distribution

As reported in the Service Needs of the Blind in Oreaoq, 90% of the

registered adult blind reside in the western half of the state and 10% in

the eastern half. Well over 50% of the registered adult blind in the

State are within 100 miles of Portland and over 35% reside in Portland.

The geographical distribution of sehool age blind children will differ

from the distribution of adult blind, but it appears reasonable to assume

that eventual residence may be projected on the same proportions.

Mobility Skills

Mobility skills of the adult blind are also reported in the 221=21

Egzig_gLaitjainsUiaman. Projections from their data suggest that

62% of the adult blind population or 1,432 persons rely to some extent

upon human guides when they travel. 709, or 49%, depend on human guides

exclusively. The other half, who use some sort of travel aid in addition

to human guides, are distributed in the following manner: untrained use

of cane 33%; trained use of cane 11%; dog guide 2%; crutches 5%.

There is some age overlap between these two reports. Approximately 30-

35% of the school age blind may also be reported in the Adult Blind

Census
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The following table serves as an indication of aid chosen for travel

dependent on the familiarity or unfamiliarity of area of travel.

TABLE 2

PROJECTED PERCENTAGES OF PERSONS CHOOSING CERTAIN AIDS
AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE. AND FAMILIARITY

Type of Aid

Cane

Dog guide

Human guide

Cane and dog

No aid

Would not_travel

Total

A eas of Trave
Local Local Distant Distant

Neighborhood Familiar Unfamiliar Familiar Unfamiliar

32% 22% 16% 15% 7%

2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

30% 45% 53% 53% 61%

5% 5% 6% 7% 9%

25% 20% 17% 17% 15%

6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

l00% l00% l00% l00% 100

In summary, the above table indicates that for neighborhood travel

the cane is the most frequently chosen aid. However, as the distance

from area increases and the familiarity of area decreases, a sharp rise

in the percent choosing human guide is noted.

It must be noted that the above figures are based on the adult blind

population rather than school age children. However, it does give some

indication as to projected status of school age children. One of the

major purposes of orientation and mobility training is to increase the

independence of blind persons in travel and general orientation to their

environment. If the recommendations of this planning report are imple-

mented, it is entirely conceivable that major shifts in chosen form of

aid for travel may be seen in the future.
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Chapter III

Description of Out-of-State Programs

As proposed in the Planning Grant, visitations were made to existing

out-of-state orientation-mobility programs. These visitations ware made

in order to benefit from the experiences of others.

This section describes those programs visited by Miss Helen

Stricklin, Supervisar of Visually Handicapped, Portland Public Schools,

and Mr. Ray Myers, Consultant-Visually Handicapped, State Department of

Education.

Department of Vision & Hearing Services
Catholic Charities of Chicaaa
645 W. Randolph
Chicago, Illinois

Mobility program was started five years ago by Mr. Robert Gochman.

First students served were high school boys and girls, and gradually

younger children were included. Mr. Gochman feels that fifth or sixth

grade is the ideal time to begin formal cane travel.

In order to develop a progression of pre-cane skills, a workshop was

held early in the program. The mobility instructor, served as the

resource person, and all resource and itinerant teachers participated.

After the initial workshop, teachers in the resource rooms worked with

youngsters on these skills in an informal way. Stress was placed on the

importance of preschool and early elementary school years in the teaching

of orientation skills. Usually by third grade or so, the children are

able to find their way in the school with ease and safety.

Mr. Gochman works with no more than ten students a year and teaches

on a twelve month basis. The child receives intensive individual

training three times a week during his sixth grade year. Using five
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instruction periods per week is not desirable because congenitally blind

children find that the acquisition of orientation knowledges is a lengthy

process and really should be acquired over a long period to insure

thorough understanding. A prolonged program has the additional advantage

of adequate supervision by the orientation and mobility instructor during

the early phases of training.

By the time students are ready for junior high schools, they are

able to board buses, walk to school by themselves, and do many of the

things the seeing child can do. The mobility instructor helps orient

each child to his new school situation and then is on call until the

child finished eighth grade when further reinforcement is given.

Advanced mobility is postponed until the high school level when the

child's needs are expanded, and he is rea4y for a unit on business travel.

Periodic instruction and follow-up is also necessary.

Some of Mr. Gochman's comments and suggestions included:

Most efficient use of orientor can be made by bringing the

youngsters into a central place. Otherwise, the mobility

instructor has too many places with which to become familiar

and spends too much time travelling.

Care must be taken to insure that the mobility instructor does

not have too heavy a load.

Plans for a new mobility program must of necessity be

relatively simple. A pilot plan or demonstration project would

be most advisable.

The adult skills of mobility, as produced at the Central

Rehabilitation Center, Hines Hospital can be used for children

without revision.
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Hinqp Veterans Hospital
Hines, Illinois

It was at Hines Hospital that a systematic method of cane travel

for blinded veterans was refined and that mobility instructors were

trained until colleges were able to offer programs in this area.

Although orientation training may be quite different, cane techniques

developed at Hines have been used with few modifications in the mobility

instruction for blind students, most of whom are congenitally blind.

A visit to the hospital provided an excellent opportunity to see the

various phases of the rehabilitation and mobility training that is

provided for blinded veterans. There is a one-to-one instructor-pupil

ratio.

Detroit Public Schools
Detroit, Michigan

Dr. Edith Kirk, Director of the Visually Handicapped Section for the

Det:oit Public Schools, discussed the importance of the orientation-

mobility program, how such a program is received in the schools, and some

of the probaems encountered. Dr. Kirk appeared to be very interested in

Oregon's program for the visually handicapped, and much of the discussion

centered around what was being done in the Oregon Regional Facilities.

Two Detroit schools were visited to observe the orientation-mobility

program. Both of the schools had resource classrooms for their visua14

impaired pupils. Mr. John Thomas, the mobility instructor, indicated

that his usual daily class load was five pupils and that he had very

little difficulty in scheduling an opportunity to work with the children.

His instruction was directed primarily to teaching the students to travel
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in the school building and back and forth to their homes. Mr. Thomas has

good rapport, and it is evident that the pupils enjoy mobility training.

Instruction is also given on how to travel to the post office, drug-

store,and other points of interest which are near the student's home. At

certain times during the school year when it is convenient to take the

pupils out of the classrooms for an extended period of time, the mobility

instructor teaches the boys and girls to use public transportation and

get around Detroit independently.

Fernold Statq School
Greene Blind Unit
Waverly, Massachusetts

M. Paul McDade is working on a three-year project, the goal of

which is to provide mobility instruction for the severely retarded blind

students residing at the school. There are 250 mentally retarded blind

students at Fernold. The orientor had worked with 13 students, 7 of whom

are now able to attend classes at a school at least one-fourth of a mile

from the blind unit. The trip involves some complex mobility problems.

The I.Q.'s of these students, according to tests, were less than 60.

He picked 22 students who had a reasonable expectation of success in

mobility training and out of that number Only two withdrew. All were

enthusiastic and eager.

Because of the safety element, most responses had been practiced

until they had become automatic, but this did not rule out decision-

making on the part of the students. For example, they were able to

recover their positions after missing a landmark by backtracking and

finding the right route to their objective.
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Mr. McDade always used correct terminology with students, stressed

importance of developing realistic concepts, approved of rewards, and had

excellent rapport with students. He felt that eleven or twelve years of

age was an ideal time to begin formal training.

Perkins Sqhool for the Blind

175 North Beacon Street
Watertown, Massachusetts 02172

On a tour of the campus at Perkins School for the Blind, Dr. Carl

Davis, Director of Research, provided some historical background as well

as pertinent information regarding the excellent physical plant and the

wide curriculum that is available to students enrolled at the school.

Unfortunately, there was no opportunity to observe any mobility training

programs.

Boston College,
700 Commonwealth Avenue
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts

Dr. John Eichorn, Coordinator of Special Education and Peripatology,

reinforced comments made by several mobility instructors regarding'the

importance of preschool training. He also emphasized the impact that the

personality of the orientor could and should have.

Although there are many agencies providing services to blind

children and youth in the Boston area, there appears to be very little

communication between agencies.



Chapter IV

Recommendations

From general discussion between participating agency personnel,

visitations to out-of-state programs, and consultative advice, the

following recommendations have been formulated and are presented as a

framework for .establishing an Oregon State Plan of Orientation and

,Mobility Service.
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1. A. responsibility of the Cooperative Council should be to clearly

define the roles of each participating agency.

2. Existing census procedures should be continuously examined and

updated to assure identification of all visually handioapped

children and adults.

3. Additional orientation-mobility instructors should be acquired

by each of the primary agencies.

4. Emphasis should be placed on the orientation-mobility

instructors as a resource for working with parents, teachers,

etc., and not solely with the blind individual.

5. Every effort should be made to standardize the orientation-

mobility curriculum throughout the state.

6. Concerted effort should be given to the establishment of

structured preschool education for the visually impaired with

emphasis on orientation and mobility.

7. Priority should be given to expanding the preschool and parent

education program at the Oregon School for the Blind. The

Portland Regional Facility program also needs to be eipanded and

similar programs initiated if the need arises in other parts of

the State.

8. Procedures should be established to insure that orientation-

mobility instruction is made available to all blind individuals

in the State who must adjust to a new environment.

9. Existing summer programs should be continued and expanded as

needed.

10. An extensive and comprehensive public information program should

be initiated by the Cooperative Council.
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Dificussion of Recommendations

1. e of the Coo . rative Co 1.il shall be to clearl define

the roles_ of each Participating agency.

DUring the past few years, an informal committee has been periodi-

cally meeting to discuss services to blind individuals in Oregon. This

committee has consisted of representatives from the Commission for the

Blind, State School for the Blind, State Department of Education, and the

Portland Ptiblic Schools. These agencies have been, and remain to be, the

primary responsible agencies for providing services to the blind. Their

cooperative efforts have helped develop excellent programs and services.

However, the informal procedure limits the activities which are both

possible and needed. It now seems advisable to give formal recognition

to the group and to charge it with specific responsiblities.

The Cooperative Council should meet at least four times a year

and/or at the call of its chairman. Each of the existing agencies

serving the blind have primary responsibilities. These responsibilities

usually pertain to an age population, a specifiC locale, or certain

function. It is evident, however, that much overlapping will exist in

developing a comprehensive program in orientation and mobility. There-

fore, the Cooperative Council should specifically designate the role and

responsibility of each agency to the total program. This should in no

way prohibit flexibility, for flexibility is seen to be essential in the

total state-wide program. However, primary responsibilities must be

established and inter-;agency communication lines must be defined.
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2. Existing census procedures should be continuousl,y examined and

dat 1 o a su

handi9appesi childreq and adults.

Every child and adult in Oregon who may be in need of orientation-

mobility instruction should have an equal opportunity for the service.

To assure this, it is essential that every visually handicapped individ-

ual in the State be known to the Cooperative Council, Therefore, it

should be the responsibility of the Council to review present census

procedures and make recommendations for revision if they are found to be

lacking.

Particular attention should be given to conducting a comprehensive

survey in public and private institutions to identify blind individuals

in need of orientation-mobility instruction. Specific referenence should

be made to such institutions as the Fairview Hospital and Training Center,

Columbia Park Hospital and Training Center, the State Mental Institution,

parochial and private schools, and private and public schools for other

types of handicapped children.

Multiply handicapped children and adults are frequently overlooked

by agencies that specialize in one type of handicap. This is true even

though these individuals are often in the most need of services. It

should be the responsibility of the Cooperative Council to see that this

does not happen.

3. Additional Orientation-Mobility Instructors should be acquired

bY each of the primary agencies.

At the present time there is only one fullyi-trained orientation-

mobility insturctor beng utilized in the State of Oregon. This person
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is now employed by the School for the Blind. It should be quite evident

that additional instructors are needed. Although long-range requirements

are difficult to predict, immediate needs are apparent.

Recommendations for additional instructors are as follows:

Commission for the Blind:. 2

One of the instructors would have the responsibility of working with

adults, while the other would be responsible for providing services to

remote areas of the State.

School for the Blind:: 2 (for total of 3)

There is an immediate need for an additional instructor to work with

the present population of the school. The third instructor will be

needed whenever a pre-school program is started.

State Department of Education: 1

There are approximately 170 children throughout the State currently

certified by the State Department of Education. The majority of these

children are enrolled in schools outside of current service areas. It

seems appropriate to have an orientation-mobility instructor on the staff

to provide services to these children.

Portland Regional Facility: 2

Since approximately 25% of the State's blinorchildren reside in the

Portland area, it would appear that this facility will require a minimum

of two instructors to conduct a full program.

Eugene Regional Facility: 1

Unless unforeseen changes occur, it would seem that one instructor



in the Eugene area would be adequate.

The total of nine orientation-mobility instructors is seen as being

both minimum and optimum at the present time. With this number, each

person needing instruction should be able to receive it.

Although the instructors would be assigned to specific agencies,

flexibility in their movement should be established. It would be the

responsibility of each agency to share in meeting the needs of all

individuals, and the specific responsibility of the Cooperative Council

to develop the required procedures.

4. Emphasis should be placed on the orientation-mobility

instructors as a resource for working with parents teachers.

etc d not solel with the blind individual.

In order to promote the total orientation-mobility program for the

blind child, it appears essential that the instructor work closely with

other individuals having frequent contact with the child. This close

working relationship should attempt to provide consistency in directions

from the various people-figures in the child's environment. Additionally,

the knowledges and resources of the orientation-mobility instructor would

thus be made available in places where they would be of the greatest

benefit directly or indirectly to the child.

5. Every effort should be made to standardize the orientation-

mobility curriculum thromhout the State.

The importance of a standardized training program, with provisions

for adjustments for individual personalities, cannot be overemphasized.
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As blind children and adults may move from one area to another and

orientation and mobility instructors may change, there is a real need for

consistency in the training methods and techniques that are utilized.

This may not be of paramount importance at this moment, but as the

orientation and mobility training increases in state-wide coverage it

could pose a problem. Therefore, it is recommended that efforts be made

to keep close communication between orientation and mobility instructors

and continual attention be payed to the consistency or inconsistency of

their inatructural approaches.

6. Concerted effort should be given to the establishment of

a ru tu

aih.g1,2LoslentAtiol.aidzIALUnaorib

The preschool years are viewed by many as the most important period

in any individual's life. It is during this time that many of the

general attitudes of an individual toward his environment'are formulated

and developed. The instructor working at this level should have a strong

background in child development, as weil as orientation and mobility

training. It is of importance that the instructor work with the parents

and other family members in addition to working with the child.

The total family should understand that the child should be expected

to perform and therefore aid the child in expecting something of himself.

7. Priority should be given to expandinr the preschool and parent

education. ro 0 - I

Portland Regional Facility program also needs to be expanded,

The

and similar programs initiated if the need arises in other parts
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of the State.

In all areas of exceptionality, the great importance of early

training cannot be .overemphasized. Whereas, specific cane-travelling

techniques may not be emphasized at this early stage; the orientation to

environment and the general development of the child is of much import-

ance. The orientation of the child to sounds, to smell, to touch, etc.,

in a structured or semi-structured environment may have considerable

benefits and implications for later educational development.

It is not the purpose of this recommendation to suggest that formal

education should start at age 2, 3, 4, or 5 for the blind child. But

rather, the recommendation is proposed to stimulate discussion and

exploration in the area of orientation and mobility training for the

young blind child.

Training periods for preschool youngsters may be of short to

intermediate duration, dependent on the type and extent of program

developed.

8. Procedures ehould be established to insure.that orientation-,

mob tru tio ade v able to l bl

The need to adjust to the surroundings of a new environment will

exist when a blind individual mimes from one physical and geographical

setting to a new setting. Examples of this would be when a blind person

enters a college or university, when a blind person takes his first job,

or when a blind person moves from one job to another. It appears entirely

possible that orienting to the nev environment could be highly expedited

by assistance from an orientation and mobility specialist at the time
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that the move is made. If it can be assumed that the blind person has

already had some orientation and mobility training, the investment of two

to three days time by an orientation and mobility instructor may greatly

aid the blind person in his total adjustment to his new environment.

9. Existing summer programs should be continued and expanded as

needed.

The highly successful summer programs in orientation and mobility

training conducted at the Oregon State School for the Blind should be

commended and continued.

Summer programs in orientation and mobility training, physical

education, and work experience, as provided by the Portland Regional

Service, are equally commendable and should be continued.

It may be desirable to evaluate the degree to which the summer

programs provide total coverage for all blind children that can benefit

from such programs. Because of the highly successful nature of these

programs, expansion should be considered if a need area, or a group of

children that are not served, does exist.

10. A public education program should be carried on by the

Cooperative Council.

The primary objectives of this recommendation would be to:

1. Further sensitize the general public to the needs as well

as the abilities of the visually impaired individual.

2. Assure broad coverage of information regarding services to
the blind. This information should be of particular
significance for the blind or their parents, teachers, or
other professional or non-professional personnel that have

frequent contact with the blind.

3. Provide a general blanket of information that will also
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come into the hands of legislators and other governmental
sources that can then more effectively assess the needs of

the blind and how their particular body or agency can give

the type of support that is needed.

The objectives of this recommendation could be attained through

concerted effort in the following areas:

1. Pamphlets and general information being prepared and readily

available for general distribution.

2. Slides, filmstrips, movies, etc., that could be available
to service clubs, church groups, elementary and secondary

schools, colleges, etc.

3. Radio and television announcements and programs that could

be sponsored through public service time.

4. Broader coverage of stories dealing with the blind that

would be of general interest and importance to the public.

5. Having a pool of speakers conversant with the needs of the

blind that would be available to speak to various interested

groups.

In summary, particular emphasis should be given to the need for and

advantage of orientation and mobility training for the blind, but should

be a part of general information regarding the blind rather than an

isolated pUblic.education entity.

Proposed Schedule of Implementatioq

The implementation of all recommendations are projected over a two

year period. By phasing in each of the proposed activities, a smooth and

solid structure would be anticipated. Upon implementation of the recom-

mendations, the State of Oregon could be considered to have an exemplary

program in orientation and mobility training for the blind. It should

be understood, however, that developing and maintaining this program will

be a continuous responsibility of the Cooperative Council.



Phase I

June,1968 - September 1968

1. Meeting of the Cooperative Council to define specific roles and

assign responsibilities to the respective agencies.

2. Summer programs in orientation and mobility to be conducted by

the Oregon School for the Blind and the Portland Regional

Facility

3. Immediate recruiting and selection of orientation and mobility

instructors by each of the agencies.

Phase II

Septembero1968 - June,1969

1. Through a method established by the Cooperative Council, a

complete review should be made of the census procedures and

changes made whenever needed or appropriate.

2. In September,1968 orientation and mobility instructors should be

added to the staffs of respective agencies as follows:

a. Commission for the Blind

b. Oregon School for the Blind --1

c. 'State Department of Education --1

d. Portland Regional Facility --1

e. Eugene Regional Facility --1

3. Program of public education should be designed and implemented

by the Cooperative Council,

Phase III

June,1969 - Septemben 1970

1 . Additional orientation and mobility instructors should be added
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to the agency staffs as follows:

a. Septembeg 1969, Oregon School for the Blind --1

b. Septembeg 1969, Portland Regional Facility --1

2. All orientation and mobility instructors should establish a

etandardizsd curriculum in orientation and mobility training.

3. Preschool programs for blind children should be expanded at:

a. Oregon School for the Blind

b. Portland Regional Facility

4. A summer program in orientationmobility training to be

conducted in the summer of 1970 at the Eugene Regional Facility.

5. Public education program should be continued and expanded.



Chapter V

Concludinr Statements

Although the visually handicapped constitute a very small percentage

of the population of Oregon, their needs are extensive and require the

help of many individuals and agencies to attain an optimal degree of

independence.

One of the most critical problems of the visually handicapped is

their orientation to, and mobility in, their environment. The Planning

Grant for Cooperative State-wide Orientation and Mobility Program for

Blind Children has enabled the various agencies of the State of Oregon to

appraise the current status of their orientation and mobility training

program and to project an ideal program in this area.

This report has been the result of a planning project conducted by

those in Oregon who are concerned with orientation,and mobility training

for blind children.

The project was made possible through a Planning Grant under Public

Law 89-10, Title III(Appendix I) which was submitted by School District

No. 1, Multnomah County, Oregon.

The Oregon agencies which participated in the planning project

include:

School District No. 1, Multnomah County
(Portland Public Schools)

State Department of Education
State School for the Blind
Oregon Commission for the Blind
Administrators from local districts

enrolling blind children

As proposed in the initial project proposal, several activities were

conductel by the participants. As described previously, these activities

included:
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1. A survey of the current, literature concerned with orientation-

mobility training and examination of existing Oregon programs.

2. Visitations to existing out-of-state orientation-mobility

training programs.

3. Discurlions with a visiting out-of-state expert in orientation-

mobility.

4. Frequent meetings between representatives of cooperative

agencies.

From these activities recommendations were made to initiate and

develop a Cooperative State-wide Orientation and Mobility Program for

Blind Children and Adults. A "phase-in" time schedule for the

implementation of the recommendations was also presented.

It is the hope of each of the participating agency personnel that

this projected program will receive acceptance and full support. The

visually handicapped individuals in the State of Oregon will be receiving

an added hope for the future if the support is given, and another cross

to bear if it is not.
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Title III Orientation and Mobility PlanninK

Project Time Table

September 15, 1966

. November 28, 1966

August 7, 1967

September 1, 1967

October 5, 1967

October 24, 1967

October 25, 1967

October 26, 1967

October 26, 1967

January 17, 1968

February 16, 1968

February 26, 1968

March 4, 1968

March 23, 1968

March 31, 1968

May 9, 1968

June 17-18-19, 1968

June 20, 1968

General discussions began - project written

Project submitted to Title III Committee

Notification of approval

Beginning of project

General discussion of Project and planning out-of-

state observations in Portland

Visitation of Boston College, and Walter E. Fernold

School, Green Blind Unit, by Raymond S. Myers and

Helen Stricklin

Visitation of Perkins School by Raymond S. Myers

and Helen Stricklin

Raymond S. Myers visited Detroit's orientation and

mobility program.

Helen Stricklin visited Chicago's orientation and

mobility program.

Small group meeting in Portland

Small group meeting in Eugene

Large group meeting in Salem

Miss Kay Gruber's evaluation

Small group meeting in Portland to discuss

preliminary draft of report

Initiation of written report

Raymond S. Myers and Helen Stricklin visited the

Northwest Rehabilitation Center, Community

Services for the Blind (Seattle), and the Braille

Department of the Seattle Public Schools.

Mrs. Laura Zetsche attended National Seminar on

Services to the Visually Impaired Child of Pre-

School Age in Nw York City.

End of Project
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U. S. Department of Health Education, and Welfare

Office of Education
Division of Plans and Supplementary Centers

Washington, D. C.
OE Form No. 4312 Budget Bureau No. 51-R 522

Congressional District Non 1 and 3 Approval Expires 10/15/66

PLANNING GRANT
(P.L. 89-10, TITLE III)

APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL GRANT TO PLAN A SUPPLEMENPARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND

SERVICES

Title of Project Planning Grant for cooperative State-wide
Orientation and Mobility Program for Blind

Children

The Applicant: School District No. 1 Multnomah CountY
Legal Name

Address 631 N. E. Clackamas Street, Portland Ore on 97208

hereby applies to the United States Commissioner of Education for financial

assistance for planning the supplementary educational center, services or activities

described in this applicatian, pursuant to the provisions of Title III of the

Elementary and Secondary Fducation Act of 1965 (PUblic Law 89-10).

THE APPLICANT MEW GIVES ASSURANCE TO THE UNITED STATE COMMISSIONER OF

EDUCATION THAT:

1. The applicant has the necessary legal authority to apply for and

receive the proposed grant.

2. The activities and services for which assistance is sought under

this title will be administered by or under the supervision of the

applicant;

3. In the planning of the program proposed in the application there has

been, and in the establishing and carrying out that program there will

be participation of the appropriate cultural and educational resource

(s) of the area to be served;

4. Any funds received under this grant shall not be used to supplant funds

normally budgeted for the planning of services of the same type;

5. The applicant will comply with Title MI of the Civil Rights Act of

19614 (PZ. 88-352) and all requirements imposed by or pursuant to
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the Regulations of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

(45 CFR Part 80) issued pursuant to the title, to the end that no person.,

in, the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national ori-

gin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be

otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for

which the applicant receives Federal financial assistance from the Depart-

ment. The number assigned to the Portland PUblic Schools under the HEW

Form 441 - Assurance of Compliance with the rules and regulations concern-

tng non-discrimination - is 47-0026001.

6. The project will be operated in compliance with NU/0 Law 89-10 and with

Regulations and other policies and administrative issuances by the

Commissioner, Including sUbmission of such reports as may be required;

7. Copies of this application have been submitted for review and recom-

mendation to the State educational agency;

8. The filing of this application has been authorized by the governiag body

of the applicant, and the undersigned representative has been duly author-

ized to file this application for and in behalf of said applicant, and

otherwise to act as the authorized representative of the applicant in

=meal= with this application.

I, Woman K. Hamilton , do hereby certify that-all of the facts,

figures, and_representations madeG.7MS application, including all ekhibits and

attachments hereto and hereby made a pr.irt of this application, are true and correct

to be the best of my knowledge and belief.

DATED: November 28, 1966 School District Nb. 1, Multnomah County Orea

ga ame of applic nt

BY:
Signature of au horized representative)

Representative's itle

NOWT PUBLIC: Subscribed to before me this

1 nOTARY 4 Date City

1 PUBLIC

' SEAL 1 SIGNATURE OF NOTARY PUBLIC

Nov. 2f1 1966 Portland Oregon
State

Fred T. Radtke

DATE VOTARY'S COMMISSION EXPIRES August 14, 1969
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PART I

.for

GENERAL DATA - PLANNIN3 GRANT

1. Official name and address of local public educational agency (or agencies)

submitting this application:

School District No. 1, Multnomah County
(Portland Public Schools)
631 N. E. Clackamas Street
Portland, Oregon 97208

County (or counties) Multnomah

The State data processing code(s) for the local district(s)

2. Name, official title, and address of the person authorized to receive and
administer the grant:

Dr. Norman Hamilton, Assistant Superintendent
School District No. 1, Multnomah County, Oregon
631 N. E. Clackamas Street, Portland, Oregon 97208

Telephone No. 503
Area Code

234-3392 211
"TOcal No. Extension

3. Name, title, and address of the project director:

Mr. Edgar A. Taylor, Director of Special Education
Child Service Center
220 N. E. Beech Street
Portland, Oregon 97212

Telephone No. 503 288-5361 1

Area Code Local No. Extension

4. Types of functions to be funded:

X Planning of program

Planning of facilities
MIMI\

5. Total estimated size of group and classification of persons to be served:
250 legally blind children, to be served by this proposed project at time
of application.

6. This plan will develop a comprehensive orientation and mobility program for
blind children and youth residing in the State of Oregon. It will provide
a sequential instruction that will eventually enable such children to travel
more efficiently. Increased mobility should enhance a student's self-concept
and promote better social integration.



7. Total personnel to serve on planning projeci:

Staff ..sitions
ess ona :

Proj. Director
Pub. School Supt.
State Dept. Consultant
Supt. Ore. School for

the Blind
Director V.R., State Dept.
Adm. Ore. Comm. Blind
Outside consultants (2)
Writer

Full-Time Part-Time

None 10/200 donated
10/200 time

40/200 "

10/200 "

1/200
20/200 "

3/200
22/200

57

Full-Time
E uivalent *

Non-professional None None None

Totals None 8

* This term i s used to equate part-time personnel with full-time positions.

8. Estimated cost of the proposed planning project:

$7960

$2310

Total Cost

Total non-Federal support

$5,020 Total Federal support under Title III, P.L. 89-10

$ 630 Total Federal support other than Title III, P.L. 89-10

9. Name anticipated sources and amount of Federal support other than Title III,

P.L. 89-10 directly affecting this project.

Oregon Commission for the Blind and the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation receive 75%'of their funds from P.L. 89-333. It

is anticipated that the Oregon ComMission for the Blind and the

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation will receive appraximately
$630 Federal support through P.L. 69-333.

10. List the sources and amnunt of non-Federal support for this project.

Oregon State School for the Blind
Portland PUblic Schools
State Department of Education
Oregon Commission for the Blind
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

$600
750
750
200
10

Total $2,310
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PART II

SECTION 1: ABSTRACT

A. Blindness is a handicap which severely and sometimes completely

restricts the individual's mobility and social integration.

Congenitally blind children fail to learn basic spatial concepts

which most children learn incidentally and without effort.

Academic and/or vocational skills are of little economic value

if an individual is unable to travel effectively outside of his

home environment. Although formal instruction in the use of the

long cane, dog guide, and independent travel skills can greatly

enhance a person's ability to travel effectively and his social

integration, there is, at the present time, no regular program

providing orientation and mobility training in Oregon.

B. The proposed project would incorporate the cooperative efforts of

all state and local agencies responsible for the educational and

vocational programs for blind children and youth. A cooperative

state-wide plan of orientation and mobility training will be

written. This written plan will outline the role of each cooper-

ating agency and include a time table for implementing the various

levels of orientation and mobility training.

C. The actual planning activities will consist of the following:

1. Survey of current literature;

2. Out-of-state consultants will be invited to review the

problem and make recommendations;

3. Representatives of cooperating agencies will meet with

consultants to discuss specific roles and contributions

in terms of staff and funds to an overall state-wide

program.

4* A final meeting of representatives from cooperating

agencies will formalize a general written agreement

for the implementation of a state-wide 3rientation

and mobility program.

D. Funding for operational programs is already or will soon be available

to several agencies working with blind children and youth under Title I,

Ptiblic Law 89-10 (as amended by Public Law 89-313) and P.L. 89-333.

While this legislation provides considerable amounts of money for opera-

tional programs and evaluation, only Title III of P.L. 89-10 provides

for planning grants. Local and state agencies allow staff time and some

in-state travel for the purpose of program planning, but there is no

local resource to pay for out-of-state consultant services and travel

expenses..

E. Agencies participating in the planning project would be as follows:

School District WO. 1, Multnomah County (Portland Ptblic Schools)

State Department of Education
State School for the Blind
Oregon Commission for the Blind

and administrators from local districts enrolling blind

children (Salem Ptiblic Schools, Klamath Falls PUblic

Schools, Dufur PUblic Schools).
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SECTION 2: PURPOSE OF THE PLANNING GRANT

A. The objectives to be achieved through this planning grant are:

1. To develop a state-wide orientation and mobility training

program;

2. To provide an opportunity for a cooperative program with

all agencies serving blind children ahd youth participating;

3. To devise a method which would make such services available

to blind children and youth residing in rural and/Or isolated

areas of the state, as well as in the urban areas;

4. To write a planned state-wide program which would insure

efficient and economic use of state and federal funds;

5. To help prevent duplication of effort and to identify the role

and responsibility of each cooperating agency.

B. Blind children and youth fail to learn what other children often learn

by observation. These children must be taught that homes are generally

arranged in communities and neighborhoods by blocks and that house

numbering is typically arranged into some specific order. They do not

know the location of various public buildings and private business

establishments in relation to their homes. These children require

special instruction to develop concepts of spatial relationships.

Immobility encourages social isolation and often contributes to un-

healthy psychological attitudes. Dependence upon others and immobility

promotes a self-concept of inadequacy or of having special rights and

privileges. These children and youth need appropriate instruction and

assistance from the pre-school through college age. A haphazard crash

program provided during a period of specific need may help, but this

approach is no substitute for a well-planned and sequential program

conducted as the individual matures.

C. A written plan of the overall program including each agency's role

and specific responsibility and a time table for implementing the

program in an orderly, sequential manner will be prepared and pro-

vided for each cooperating agency. There are several state and local

agencies responsible for the educational habilitation of the blind

Children and youth in Oregon, (See item E, Section IL. The School

for the Blind, Pbrtland Public Schools, and the Oregon Commission for

the Blind have had part-time or summer programs of orientation and

mobility and at least two of these agencies expect to employ full

time orientors for the 1967-68 academic year. While each agency will

.plan its own program, this is the ideal time to coordinate each in-

dtvidual effort into a balanced state-wide cooperative program. The

unique aspect of this plan is that it will enable all agencies serv-

ing blind children and youth within the state to unify their-efforts

into the most effective and economical program. This program could

be organiZed to provide for the natural sequential development of

mobility readiness and instruction.

D. This project will enable Oregon agencies to benefit from out-of-state

resources in planning their orientation and mobility programs. The

development of a cooperative state-wide plan will assist in clarifying

specific roles and responsibilities and facilitate, the implementation

of a better overall program. Ths use of out-of-state consultants and

visitations will allow Oregon agencies to benefit fram the experiences

of others. Useful ideas from other areas may be modified to provide
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for the unique problems of Oregon. It would be helpful to talk with

administrators and orientors from other sections of the country to

determine what experience has revealed about case loads, work

schedules, and compatibility with regular school programs. Salaries

and contracts must be studied to determine reasonable rates and

whether or not the orientor should be expected to work Saturdays and

during school vacations. The specific orientation and mobility need

at each age level should be determined and provided for in the over-

all program.

Areas that may be visited:

Los Angeles Orientation and Mobility Project

Boston University

Western Michigan College

Seattle Rehabilitation Center

At least two inter-agency meetings will be held to discuss problems

with out-of-state consultants or to hear consultant's reports and to

formalize an agreement of the cooperative state-wide program. The

majority of the local expenses for these meetings would be charged to

the State Department of Education and Portland Public Schools.

Federal funds will be used to pay the expenses of the consultants and

some participants.

This project will make possible the employment of a professional

person to develop a comprehensive, cooperative, state-wide orientation

and mobility program from information gathered, recommendations, and

reports.

E4 The literature has been surveyed by various members of the cooperative

agencies. Representatives of agencies have attended regional and

national meetings where discussion of these problems have been on the

program. The State School for the Blind and the Portland Regional

Facility for the Education of Blind Children have conducted short

summer sessions which offered, in addition to other activities,

orientation and mobility instruction. Informal meetings between'

various agencies have been held to discuss ideas and funding problems.

SECTION 3: PERSONNEL.

These are the persons and their current positions who would carry out

the planning for the proposed cooperative efforts of state and local

agencies in providing orientation and mobility training for blind

children in the unique geographical and social setting of the State

of Oregon.

Mr. Edgar A. Taylor, Jr., Director of Special Education,

Portland Public Schools
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Miss Helen Stricklin, Supervisor of Visually Handicapped Program,

Portland Public Schools

Mr, Ray Myers, Consultant - Visually Handicapped

State Department of Education, Salem, Oregon

Mr. Charles Wbodcock, Superintendent
Oregon State School for the Blind, Salem, Oregon

Mr. Clifford Stocker, Administrator, Oregon Commission for the

Blind, 535 S. E. 12th Avenue, Portland, Oregon

The salary amounts are as follows:

Please note these are "in kind" services and attempt to reflect

one or more days prorated according to the degree of local state

support.

Edgar A. Taylor
Helen Stricklin
Ray Myers
Charles Woodcock
Clifford Stocker

$375 (10 days at $37.50 per day)

$375 (10 days at $37.50 per day)

$750 (4.0 days at $37.50 per day)

$600 (10 days at $60.00 per day)

$200 (25% is paid from Stabefunds:
20 days at $4.0 per day)

Out-of-state consultants have not yet been approached for time and

fee commitments. Possible consultants are listed in Section 2-D.

Administrators from other local school districts enrolling blind

children will also participate in the planning, since the ultimate,

broad goal is development of cooperative State-wide services built

upon current experiences and probable future needs.

SECTICW 44 FACILITIES AND SERVICES

This planning project is designed to serve blind children and youth

residing within the unique geographical and social setting of the

State of Oregon. This state is broadly rural with only one siztble

metropolitan area, several small cities strung out along one river

valley, and wide areas of unpopulated mountains and plains.

Cooperative services for handicapped children have proven sufficiently

successful in the metropolitan area so that additional efforts toward

providing equal educational opportunities in the more remote areas

now seem warranted.

The State of Oregon has in its educational statutes a law permitting

the State Department of Education to set up "regional facilities" in

which a designated school district becomes the agent of the State

Department in carrying out a program for handicapped children without

limitation of either school district or county boundary lines. Such
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programs are funded by the State except for the normal cost per ADM

from the district or residence, which represents the "local effort ."

Biennially a contract agreement is written between the State

Department of Education and School District No., 1 to provide services

to visually handicapped children in the greater metropolitan area

currently affecting residents of three counties and 17 school

districts. Thus, Oregon is already known for its cooperative programs.

Portland State College, the University of Portland, Lewis and Clark

College, Reed College, Marylhurst College, Cascade College, Concordia

College and the University of Oregon Medical School all within the

metropolitan area provide educational facilities (resources) and in

some cases course work or research in the area of handicapped children.

SECTION 5: MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

Necessary clerical and administrative assistance is being provided

without cost by participating agencies.

There will be a small expense for postage, paper, ink, duplicator

master copies and for typewriter rental.

These materials and supplies are needed to provide a written copy of

the final program to each agency and for general distribution.

SECTION 6: BUDGET

No Title III funds will be requested for operational purposes.
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STATE OF OREGON
OREGON STATE SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND

700 CHURCH ST. S.E.
SALEM 10

October 19, 1966

Mr. Edgar A. Taylor, Director
Special Education
Portland Public Schools
220 N.E. Beech St.
Portland 9, Oregon

Dear Mr. Taylor:

I understand that you are working on a project application

under Title III whereby you hope to do some over-all

state wide planning in the area of Orientation and Mobility

for blind children and youth.

I wish to express my desire to make available to you any

staff or facilities that we have that would be useful in

the p1anning of this project. I am vitally interested in

the area of Oreintation and Moblity and anxious to see

Oregon move forward In an over-all well planned program.

Thank you for your interest in this matter.

Sincerely,

Charles C. Woodcock,
Superintendent

CCW:3k
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STATE OF OIREGC)14
S1 ATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

rOeLic SERVICE sUILDING
SALEM, OREGON 97310

Mr. Edgar A. Taylor, Jr.
Director, Special Education
Portland Public Schools
Department of Child Services
220 N.E. Beeth Street
Portland, Oregon 97212

Dear Mr. Taylor:

NOV 2 66

LEON P. MINEAR
sumeNveNeforv or OUOLIC INSFIDO9;flOso
AND gilECUIVB OFFICWO or lot
Aws Swiss OF IIOUCAMoN

JESSE V. FASOLO
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TATS SOUS" O touleATON

We would be glad to cooperate with the Portland School District and
other state agencies in the development of a comprehensive orientation

and mobility training program for the blind children and youth of Oregon.

It is my understanding that our contribution in staff time shall be

equal to $750.

JHGIRSMesf

NaLJ
GUBSER
Superintendent

tA)7tAJ
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STATE OF OREGON
COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND

535 S. E. 12TH AVENUE
PORTLAND. OREGON 97214

234-6441

November 2, 1966

Edgar A. Taylor, Jr., Director
Special Education
Portland Public Schools
Department of Child Services
220 N. E. Beech Street
Portland, Oregon

Dear Mr. Taylor:

65

Several days ago I talked with Mr. Ray Myers of the State Department

of Education about a project which he indicated the Portland PUblic

Schools plan to undertake in the near future. As I understand it, the

project would provide a comprehensive guide for training blind children

and youth throughout the State, especially in the areas.of mobility and

orientation.

I assure you that we here in the Commission have long noted the need

of such a training program and we would be most delighted to partici-

pate in the planning and development of the project. For that matter,

landing staff asaistance when the project is underwsy.

In my discussion with Mr. Myers I told him he could Olen on us to

provide at least $200 worth of staff time end if the planning con-

ferences are held away from Portland we would pay the transportation

and per diem costs for the staff member or members of this Department

who are to participate in the program. I sincerely hope you will have

success in obtaining the necessary finances to get this project under

way.

If we can be of any assistance to you in helping to obtain these

finances please do not hesitate to call on us for same.

Sincerely yours,

COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND

4 a
Clifford A. Stocker
Administrator

cc: Ray Myers

CAS:ML

NOV 3 '66
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PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DEPARTMENT OF CHILD SEITVICES

SPECIAL EDUCATION

220 NORMEAST BEECH STREET
PORTLAND, OREGON 97212

November 7, 1966

To Mtom It May Concerns

The Portland Public Schools thru its Special Education'Department

will be cooperating mith other agencies in the development of a

comprehensive orientation and mobility training program for blind

children and youth in Oregon.

It is my understanding that the Portland School District's cohtrim

bution in staff time shall be equal to $750.00.

Very sincerely yours,

ror(4--
Ed Tay1 r r

Director of pecial Education

EAT sink
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CRIOITS

It is with real pleasure that we acknowledge the fine cooperative effort

which led to the completion of this planning grant from the U. S. Office

of Education.

Mr. Clifford Stocker, Director of the Oregon Commission for the Blind;

Mr. Charles Woodcock, Superintendent of the Oregon State School for the

Blind; Miss Helen Stricklin, Supervisor of the Program for Visually

Handicapped, Portland Public Schools, worked closely with Mt. Raymond Myers,

Consultant for the Oregon State Department of Education, and Mr. Edgar Taylor,

Director of Special Education in the Portland Public Schools, throughout the

study.

Especially valuable were the contributions of Miss Kathern Gruber, Consultant

to Programs for Visually Handicapped, 1948 Sunnyhills Road, Oakland,

California, who spent several days on the Oregon scene.

Finally, particular recognition is due the writers of this final report:

Dr. Knute Espeseth, Assistant Professor

School of Education, University of Oregon.

Dr. George Sheperd, Assistant Professor

School of Education, University of Oregon

They met with all participants on various occasions to synthesize and clarify

the material in this report.

Raymond Myers

Edgar Taylor


